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HELLION FOR HIRE #14
10-05-2006
Hello Hellions! I’m sure many of you have had the unpleasant
experience of reading a newspaper devoting a column, editorial or
article on comics. Many of these “journalists” treat our industry like it’s
the redheaded stepchild of entertainment and their lack of lack of
research, prejudicial observations, and that damn Batman TV show
mentality can drive any “true believer” into the Negative Zone. But that
isn’t always the case. One person in particular has taken up the
gauntlet and challenge to champion comic books ever Monday in one
of the nation's biggest newspapers. His name is Jerome Maida, and
since 2000, his arena is the massive circulation of the Philadelphia
Daily News.
The 36 year-old is a long time fan of comics and a graduate of King's College in Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania. My first published article on comics was in 1992, and has written much on funny
books since including stints with the Scranton Times-Tribune, The Morning Call in Allentown, and
the Philadelphia Tribune
So without further ado, let’s meet Mr. Maida and get some insights on what those in the
“mainstream media” think of our very eclectic and cutting edge corner of the universe.
Billy Tucci: Jerome, how did you go about convincing the Philadelphia Daily News to devote a
weekly column to comic books?
Jerome Maida: Howard Gensler, my immediate editor, deserves the bulk of the credit for the
column comic to fruition, as do the other editors of our Yo! Section, (which focuses on
entertainment), Laurie Conrad and Debi Licklider.
Long story short, with comics being translated into film and TV shows with more and more
frequency I was writing more and more stories about them. Howard, Laurie and Debi were more
often than not open to my story ideas. Heck, I've been know as “The Comic Book Guy” at the
paper for years now. But with certain stories I pitched, like doing something on Infinite Crisis,
Howard said he felt they did not have enough mainstream appeal for a regular story but would be
perfect for a column. He started saying this more often and then said he would try and see if he
could convince Debi the idea had merit.
Debi had final approval and gave it, for which I am appreciative beyond words and Laurie has
helped immeasurably but Howard Is the one who really pushed this and made it happen.
BT: Very cool indeed. These days, newspapers are usually 50-cents or so, how do you feel about
the prices of today’s comic books?
JM: I am tired of people saying kids don't read comics anymore because they're overpriced. What
a load of cow manure. It's mainly fanboys who still pine for the days of 25-cent comics and
retailers who can't sell them who trot that out. Number one, kids today - especially teens but kids
In general - have loads more disposable income than I remember kids that age having when I
was that age.
Number two, everything else has gone up so why are people shocked that comics have? Do they
really want people to see it having equal value with a 25-cent Slim Jim? Number Three, If price
were the only factor all six of the major Archie titles would be In the Top Ten on the sales chart
every month and Kurt Busiek's Untold Tales of Spider-Man would still be chugging along.
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BT: Since you are a member of the mainstream press, what’s their knowledge of comic book
sales? With all the Hollywood hype and recognition comics have been getting do you believe
we’re in a boom?
JM: While I don't believe a great deal of the mainstream press follows comics that closely, more
and more do seem to have read them and have at least some knowledge and respect for them.
Howard is a perfect example. He read comics growing up and Captain America was his favorite.
Therefore, the idea of a comic book column in one of the biggest papers in the country did not
seem silly or stupid to him.
As far as a boom, I think we're close. The quality of comics across the board is pretty outstanding
these days. It all starts with the guys at the top. Joe Quesada has done a phenomenal job of
drawing top talent to Marvel and creating exciting projects; Dan Didio has so much energy and
enthusiasm it's contagious and he has me more excited to read DC titles than I've ever been.
Renae Geerlings has Top Cow In great shape. The one guy I think may be the one to watch Is
Nick Barrucci. He has done a lot with Dynamite in a very short time and I think they are here to
stay and will challenge the Big Two to set the bar even higher. BT: It seems that most people
outside the industry don’t even know where to buy comics. How do you think we could bring more
consumers into our shops? Aside from the Internet, should there be an alternative retail option as
well?
JM: One of the reasons comic sales aren't even higher than they are now is because there simply
aren't enough comic stores and many comic shops are run by fanboys and not businessmen. We
need comic shops to be as common as Borders stores and if it takes a corporation to do that then
so be it.
BT: Some (or many) complain that the industry is lacking diversity. In that I mean, the gripes of
“how many Spider-Man titles do you need?” Or “How many books is Wolverine going to appear in
this month?” What are your thoughts on this?
JM: I am tired of people saying there are too many Bat-titles, X-titles, Spider-titles and Superman
titles. There are as many as the marketplace can afford. If Blade had enough of a readership, he
would have five titles and be part of a super-team.
BT: Lately, there’s been a bunch of belly aching over the comics of the 1990s. What’s your
thought on this decade of greed and decadence? The industry saw some pretty crazy movement
don’t you think?
JM: I am tired of everyone bashing comics that came out in the '90s. I am especially tired of
people bringing up the “Clone Saga”. Sometimes I think if we did have an epidemic of bird flu,
many comic readers would whine that it was an aftereffect of the clone saga.
BT: Again, back to the 90’s and the industry hitting such highs in the first half then massive lows
in the second. What do you think attributed to that high? And more importantly, the “crash?”
JM: Lateness is what helped almost kill the industry in the '90s. It wasn't just the speculator
boom. It's the fact that fans got behind creators rather than behind books and those creators
turned off many of those fans by not having their books on the shelves on a regular basis.
Lateness is what is keeping the industry from growing even more than it is now. It has caused a
lot of books with buzz to lose momentum.
BT: Man, I hate when artists are late! I’ll comment on that more seriously after the interview.
Regardless, comics seem to getting more and more political as of late. Almost serving as a
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mouthpiece for any given writer’s political views. Do you think politics have a place in comic
books?
JM: While I support books that take chances with controversial liberal themes, I feel the comic
industry should also take chances with books with controversial conservative themes. I feel a big
reason for this is because the industry is made up, naturally, of creative people - who more often
than not have a “liberal” points-of-view. It would be nice if more books were made that appealed
to "flyover country". That a more concerted effort is not made to attract these readers is beyond
my comprehension.
BT: Are you now, or have you ever been a member of the communist party?
JM: No. I'm not. But if I was I'm sure I would be protected and an object of sympathy by those
who consistently portray Joe McCarthy as the devil.
BT: Okay, back on track, it seems that certain comics (mostly because of Hollywood) seem to get
the lion’s share of press. And when that happens, the articles usually the focus on specific story
arcs. You being a fan and knowing that there actually are hundreds of Spider-Man stories
published over the years, ever wonder if your favorites will ever get the credit they deserve?
JM: There is too much lockstep thinking in the industry. I would love to see an article about the XMen that does not include references to "The Dark Phoenix Saga" and "Days of Future Past". I
would love to see people saying that their favorite X-Men story was the first appearance of
Nimrod or the "Mutant Massacre" or Waid's stuff or Lobdell's stuff. I would love to see more
readers think for themselves rather than regurgitating the same stories Wizard constantly
regurgitates.
BT: Also what do you think of all the Hollywood big shots writing comics these days? Many feel
that it's just for marketing and that they're taking food from the mouths of those from men and
women who have been writing books for years. It seems that the doors have closed on many
veteran writers in favor of the new Hollywood "flavors of the month"? What do you think of this?
Does having these types help or hurt our industry, either short term or in the long run?
JM: I think Hollywood types coming into the industry is a great thing because it has new fans
coming into comic shops. As far as "taking food out of veterans' mouths," well a.) There has
always been a turnover of talent. If you are good enough, you will continue to find work; and b.)
This is why the market has to grow so it can support more titles. More titles equals more work for
everybody.
BT: On that I'd have to disagree, but it seems to be the nature of the beast at the moment. But
that could serve as the meat and potatoes of a future column.
BT: Next question Jerome. As a self-publisher, I’ve experienced many ups and downs sales-wise.
But for an indy book, that’s just par the course. However, things are a bit different with the Big
Two. How do you feel about those Marvel and DC comics that though seeming to have a very
devoted audience and garnering much critical acclaim seem to get cancelled anyway?
JM: No fan is entitled to have their favorite series continue no matter how low sales go. If you
really love a title, tell people about it or even buy copies for friends. No creator is entitled to have
their work continue despite low sales. If you want a book to sell, then go out and do some
signings and sell the damn thing.
BT: Is there a way to help these titles survive?
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JM: If you are a retailer and you really like a low-selling book no one is asking for, order a bunch
of copies and sell the damn thing instead of standing behind the counter waiting for everyone to
pick up a copy of Civil War.
BT: Where do you see the industry in a decade?
JM: I think by then it will have either really exploded or declined a bit. I don't see it staying
stagnant. It all depends on some decisions that will be made. But who knows, really? In 1996,
who knew Joe Quesada and Dan Didio would be in the positions they're in, let alone done what
they have done?
BT: What’s your favorite comic book of all time?
JM: As far as ongoing series, probably Amazing Spider-Man and Batman - they've been the
most consistently excellent. Iconic characters plus top talent usually can't be beat. If It's a single
Issue, probably Amazing Spider-Man" #274, where he unknowingly has the fate of the universe
on his shoulders, Is tormented by his past failures, has to deal with the demon Zarathos and
decides to fight on and save the Kingpin's life when It would have just been easier to lie down.
The Beyonder and Mephisto were both amazed Spidey had such character and resiliency and of
course, no one else realizes that by stopping the assassination of the Kingpin, Spidey has just
bought the universe some more time.
BT: What are your favorite books on the shelves now?
JM: Y: The Last Man; Witchblade; Manhunter; Detective Comics; Astonishing X-Men;
Incredible Hulk; Battlestar Galactica; Red Sonja.
BT: Any favorite artists or writers?
JM: Too many to list, really.
BT: Are there any characters you’d like to see return that haven’t been around for a while?
JM: Yeah. New Warriors. Rom. Bi-Beast. Jack of Hearts. A whole bunch. I love underused
characters.
BT: Any characters or team that you simply despise?
JM: I hate Reed Richards. He’s a wanker and a whore!
BT: Yes, he sure is! I agree…Okay well, Jerome never actually said that, it was all me.
His real response is:
JM: Well, there really are no bad characters, just characters that are handled poorly. So my vote
on that score is whoever Frank Miller has masquerading as Batman is All-Star Batman and
Robin, The Boy Wonder. Whenever I hear the names Spider-Man and Black Cat mentioned
together, I almost cringe as well. But that is more the fault of a director who lacked the
professionalism - and respect for the industry - to finish a mini-series he wrote starring those
characters in anything resembling a timely fashion and instead made the fans of those characters
and his work wait over three years - in the middle of a mini-series, no less - for the next issue to
come out.
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BT: Ouch! Okay, what say you, Civil War or 52?
JM: 52, for being out on time and having characters “act” in character.
BT: Who’s the coolest creator you’ve ever met?
JM: Why, you Billy! Jimmy Palmiotti and Amanda Conner are pretty cool as well.
BT: I agree, Amanda’s real sweet and Jimmy truly does appreciate his success and those who’ve
put him there. Both are super class acts. As for me, hell, I was just trying to get a free
subscription!
BT: So, who’s the biggest butt-hole of a creator out there?
JM: I'm not going to name them I'll just say that this is a creator who takes great pride in giving
his opinions about the industry and everything else but Is pretty thin-skinned when the same
critiques and sarcasm he dispenses on a regular basis are used on him.
BT: Okay, I can understand… Real men don’t name names, but it seems to be something people
always ask me. What about cons? Have you had any unpleasant convention experiences?
JM: A drunken Orioles fan punched me in the mouth when I wasn't looking because he thought I
bumped into his buddy. This happened at the Baltimore Comic-con last month. Then he ran and
jumped in a cab. I was more amazed than anything else. I was like "Wow. Welcome to
Baltimore."
BT: Wow, that sucks, but I do appreciate you doing this Jerome, Thank you.
JM: It’s been a pleasure Billy, now got back to the drawing board!
For those of you interested in reading Jerome’s insightful (and encouraging) columns on comics,
they come out every Monday and can be accessed at the paper’s website, www.phillynews.com.
The website is for both the Philadelphia Daily News and the Philadelphia Inquirer. So anyone
interested cam just click on the Philadelphia Daily News and then click on the “Yo! Section” or
you can just search the site and archives by typing in Jerome Maida.
Heroes For Hire #6 cover and issue #4 interior artwork
I’ve been getting more requests to show pre-printed artwork, so here’s a sneak peak at my
pencils and Mark Sparacio’s wonderful painting for the cover to HFH #6 along with three interior
pages from HFH #4. [Editor] Mark Paniccia was looking for a Norman Rockwell feeling for the
cover and I hope we succeeded in delivering. You might notice that I made Misty Knight a bit too
small, of which Mark thankfully fixed. Misty was the first character I put to paper and many a time,
it ends up being too small compared to the rest of the figures. So thank you Mr. Sparacio. I have
to start the cover to #7 soon and will upload it once I get the art direction for it and can complete
it.
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Pages 8/9
Billy on Alter Ego Comics!
When I draw, I like to listen to the radio. As of late, I’ve been addicted to podcasts. One such is
the very entertaining and informative Alter Ego Comics podcast currently playing on
MySpace.com. Past guests have included Robert Kirkman, Mark Millar, and Paul Jenkins, who all
offer very carefree and open discussions of their latest work and the state of the industry in
general. Last week I had the privilege to appear on the show with hosts, Jason Pierce, Drew
Slentz, and Steve Schuler even though I was a bit “enthusiastic” about Heroes For Hire and
comic books as a whole. For all of you wanting a great comic book newscast, you can’t beat Alter
Ego! Please check them out at http://myspace.com/alteregocomiccast, you won’t be
disappointed! Also go to http://myspace.com/billytucci and be my friend please!
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Wanker of the Week
Former US Congressman, Mark Foley (R-FL)
Well, well, well, this man is much more than a wanker. Only reason why he’s just a wanker at the
moment (though suspected of far worse) is that there thankfully hasn’t been any physical contact
with the then eighteen-year-old former Congressional page he’s admitted to sending explicit and
sexually provocative emails and text messages to from his personal AOL account.
Uncovered by ABC news, the report prompted even more [Congressional] pages to come
forward, (one who even saved and presented Foley’s instant messages containing repeated
references to sexual organs and acts), alleging a history of inappropriate conduct by Rep. Foley
dating back at least ten years. Foley had been warned about the matter in 2005 by another
House Republican and the House Clerk (more on this below).
After being approached by reporters with this new information,
Foley submitted a letter of resignation from Congress on
September 29, 2006 and later, through his lawyer, insisted he
was not a pedophile and had never had sexual contact with any
minor. Foley explained that he had a secret alcohol problem and
had made the communications while intoxicated. He checked
himself into a rehab clinic on October 2, 2006. His lawyer also
revealed that Foley was molested by a clergyman when he was
between the ages of 13 and 15 adding that “Mark Foley wants
you to know he is a gay man.” Federal authorities said the
explicit messages could result in Foley’s prosecution, under
some of the same laws he helped to enact as chairman of the
House Caucus on Missing and Exploited Children! Another
wanker using the lame excuse of sexual preferences and
drug/alcohol addiction to hide their true motives and corruption.
Man this really pisses me off, and this chap and any of those in
the Republican Congressional leadership who knew about this
should be set upon by a hundreds of drunken Arsenal football
hooligans. I’ll hold my tongue on that, but if it proves true that Speaker of the House J. Dennis
Hastert and other congressional leaders knew of Foley’s behavior, they too should be locked up
for a long, long time. I’m sick and tired of those who abuse the powers of elected office for their
own sick personal gains. And believe you me, it is rampant, be it, the said schmuck Foley, or
Massachusetts Democrat Barney Frank, who’s hired male whore ran a prostitution service from
the congressman’s residence in the 1980s. After this became public, only two Democrats in the
House of Representatives voted to censure him. Of course, the man cried fowl and tried to make
a mockery of his lawbreaking by playing the victim because of his sexuality. But I’m sure there’s
more corruption when the old dollar sign rears his Washingtonian head like it did to William J.
Jefferson (D-LA) who denied court allegations that he had taken bribes to help a small technology
company win federal contracts and to help it with business deals in Africa. This after the F.B.I.
found $90,000 cash (hidden in frozen food packages) traced from the scheme in his freezer.
"There are two sides to every story," was all Mr. Jefferson had to say in the matter while refusing
to provide any details, or even the other “side” on how else he obtained the 90k in cash. These
men and sad to say, many of their peers are wankers indeed. Entrusted representatives who
have blatantly abused the highest offices of government. But of course until people start knowing
the actual names of their Representatives and take notice on how they conduct their jobs, the
problems will only get worse and worse.
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Where’s Captain America when you need him?
Arsenal Update: "… back on track -- hungrier than ever."
Thanks to British retailer Tony Addison of 2 Tone Comics, I’ve become a friggin'
fanatic for the Arsenal Football Club. This past weekend the Gunners were
trailing Chartlon Athletic 1-0 when forward Robin Van Persie tied it up in the
32nd minute and then followed up with an absolute stunner into the goal’s top
corner four minutes after the break. His amazing one timer from defender
Emmanuel Eboue put the Gunnes up 2-1 where they stayed. "It was a goal of a
lifetime," Arsenal manager Arsène Wenger told Sky Sports, "My team is back on
track -- hungrier than ever." For more information on Arsenal please check out:
http://www.arsenal.com/index.asp. In the future, I’d like to interview soccer
player and Arsenal hater Paul Jenkins to see if I can drive him crazy. Stay tuned!
Lord, I have so much work to do, but now with
soccer, the baseball playoffs on (go Yanks!),
football rolling along (my Dolphins suck), and
hockey just starting, I know I’ve got to have the
discipline to stay away from the TV, and listen to
the radio while scribbling away at my little funny
books.
So Tally Ho! And see you in the funny pages.
Billy

Discuss this story
http://forum.newsarama.com/showthread.php?t=86598

calliopes

10-05-2006 02:56 PM

Hey Billy,
HFH covers are looking great. And thanks for the tombstone. Are you just on for
covers or are you doing interiors as well and for how long.
Thanks Again
Chris (toranoshi)

TonyBedard

10-05-2006 03:12 PM

Dude, you certainly got the Wanker of the Week right, but that's some mighty hard
spinnin' you're trying, as if somehow this five-alarm Republican meltdown can be
framed as a Democrat problem. Truth is, despite the Democrats' past problems with
corruption and poor judgment, they're pikers compared to what Tom Delay and
company have put together over the past decade. The Gerrymandering, the K-Street
Project, the unprecedented level of pay-for-play on Capitol Hill...
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Remember in high school when all you'd learn about the U.S. Grant administration
was how corrupt it was? Those guys were amateurs.
But I do love your column, Billy. A shame we can't discuss it over a beer...and
perhaps a pipe, eh, old bean?
Tony B

justice~!

10-05-2006 03:45 PM

I am tired of people saying kids don't read comics anymore because they're
overpriced. What a load of cow manure.
Um, maybe this isn't the reason, but let's do some cost analysis from back when I
was about 10 years younger...
Price of a Marvel comic book in 1996 - approx $2.10 Cdn
Price of a newer video game in 1996 - approx $70-$80 Cdn
This means that for the cost of one video game, you could buy around 35-40 comics
books.
2006:
Price of a Marvel comic book in 2006 - about $3 US, which given exchange rate
would be $3.38 Cdn (and let's not forget that Marvel either only recently adjusted
this properly for Canada or not at all).
Price of a newer video games in 2006 - somewhere around $50-$60 Cdn.
So, for the cost of one video game, you can now buy...er, well, about 20 comic
books, at *best*. Now, also note that in contrast to 1996, there are many places
where you can buy unopened video games for $20-$30.
This means for the cost of one video game, you could buy around 20 comics *at
most*, and at the lower prices you are getting 6 comics for the price of a video
game. I love comics, but faced with those price comparisons I would probably rather
buy a video game, more replay value.

spider985

10-05-2006 04:03 PM

God I love Arsenal.
Fabregas is the man right now!

Prometheus3

10-05-2006 04:06 PM

Props to Jerome Maida for liking characters to act like themselves. I wonder if the
Civil War writers will get the hint.
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Quote:

Originally Posted by TonyBedard
Dude, you certainly got the Wanker of the Week right, but that's some mighty hard
spinnin' you're trying, as if somehow this five-alarm Republican meltdown can be
framed as a Democrat problem. Truth is, despite the Democrats' past problems
with corruption and poor judgment, they're pikers compared to what Tom Delay
and company have put together over the past decade. The Gerrymandering, the KStreet Project, the unprecedented level of pay-for-play on Capitol Hill...
Remember in high school when all you'd learn about the U.S. Grant administration
was how corrupt it was? Those guys were amateurs.
Tony B

Of course they are, here's a list of a few of yer "pikers." And of course, we'll have
that smoke, come Mega Con old sport!
William Jefferson Clinton- Impeached by the House of Representatives over
allegations of perjury and obstruction of justice, but acquitted by the Senate.
Scandals include Whitewater - Travelgate Gennifer Flowersgate - Filegate - Vince
Fostergate - Whitewater Billing Recordsgate - Paula Jonesgate- Lincoln Bedroomgate
- Donations from Convicted Drug and Weapons Dealersgate - Lippogate - Chinagate The Lewinsky Affair - Perjury and Jobs for Lewinskygate - Kathleen Willeygate - Web
Hubbell Prison Phone Callgate - Selling Military Technology to the Chinesegate Jaunita Broaddrick Gate - Lootergate - Pardongate
Edward Moore Kennedy - Democrat - U. S. Senator from Massachusetts. Pleaded
guilty to leaving the scene of an accident, after his car plunged off a bridge on
Chappaquiddick Island killing passenger Mary Jo Kopechne.
Barney Frank - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Massachusetts from 1981 to
present. Admitted to having paid Stephen L. Gobie, a male prostitute, for sex and
subsequently hiring Gobie as his personal assistant. Gobie used the congressman's
Washington apartment for prostitution. A move to expel Frank from the House of
Representatives failed and a motion to censure him failed.
DNC - The Federal Election Commission imposed $719,000 in fines against
participants in the 1996 Democratic Party fundraising scandals involving
contributions from China, Korea and other foreign sources. The Federal Election
Commission said it decided to drop cases against contributors of more than $3
million in illegal DNC contributions because the respondents left the country or the
corporations are defunct.
Sandy Berger - Democrat - National Security Advisor during the Clinton
Administration. Berger became the focus of a criminal investigation after removing
highly classified terrorism documents and handwritten notes from the National
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Archives during preparations for the Sept. 11 commission hearings.
Robert Torricelli - Democrat - Withdrew from the 2002 Senate race with less than 30
days before the election because of controversy over personal gifts he took from a
major campaign donor and questions about campaign donations from 1996.
James McGreevey - Democrat - New Jersey Governor . Admitted to having a gay
affair. Resigned after allegations of sexual harassment, rumors of being blackmailed
on top of fundraising investigations and indictments.
Jesse Jackson - Democrat - Democratic candidate for President. Admitted to having
an extramarital affair and fathering a illegitimate child.
Gary Condit - Democrat - US Democratic Congressman from California. Condit had
an affair with an intern. Condit, covered up the affair and lied to police after she
went missing. No charges were ever filed against Condit. Her remains were
discovered in a Washington DC park..
Sowande Ajumoke Omokunde - Democrat - the son of newly elected U.S. Rep. Gwen
Moore, was booked on charges of criminal damage to property for allegedly slashing
tires on 20 vans and cars rented by the Republican Party for use in Election Day
voter turnout efforts.
Daniel David Rostenkowski - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Illinois from 1959
to 1995. Indicted on 17 felony charges- pleaded guilty to two counts of misuse of
public funds and sentenced to seventeen months in federal prison.
Melvin Jay Reynolds - U.S. Representative from Illinois from 1993 to 1995. Convicted
on sexual misconduct and obstruction of justice charges and sentenced to five years
in prison.
Charles Coles Diggs, Jr. - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Michigan from 1955
to 1980. Convicted on eleven counts of mail fraud and filing false payroll formssentenced to three years in prison.
George Rogers - Democrat - Massachusetts State House of Representatives from
1965 to 1970. M000ember of Massachusetts State Senate from 1975 to 1978.
Convicted of bribery in 1978 and sentenced to two years in prison.
Don Siegelman - Democrat Governor Alabama - indicted in a bid-rigging scheme
involving a maternity-care program. The charges accused Siegelman and his former
chief of staff of helping Tuscaloosa physician Phillip Bobo rig bids. Siegelman was
accused of moving $550,000 from the state education budget to the State Fire
College in Tuscaloosa so Bobo could use the money to pay off a competitor for a
state contract for maternity care.
John Murtha, Jr. - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Pennsylvania. Implicated in
the Abscam sting, in which FBI agents impersonating Arab businessmen offered
bribes to political figures; Murtha was cited as an unindicted co-conspirator
Gerry Eastman Studds - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Massachusetts from
1973 to 1997. The first openly gay member of Congress. Censured by the House of
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Representatives for having sexual relations with a teenage House page.
James C. Green - Democrat - North Carolina State House of Representatives from
1961 to 1977. Charged with accepting a bribe from an undercover FBI agent, but
was acquitted. Convicted of tax evasion in 1997.
Frederick Richmond - Democrat - U.S. Representative from New York from 1975 to
1982. Arrested in Washington, D.C., in 1978 for soliciting sex from a minor and from
an undercover police officer - pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor. Also - charged with
tax evasion, marijuana possession, and improper payments to a federal employee pleaded guilty.
Raymond Lederer - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Pennsylvania from 1977 to
1981. Implicated in the Abscam sting - convicted of bribery and sentenced to three
years in prison and fined $20,000.
Harrison Arlington Williams, Jr. - Democrat - U.S. Senator from New Jersey from
1959 to 1970. Implicated in the Abscam sting. Allegedly accepted an 18% interest in
a titanium mine. Convicted of nine counts of bribery, conspiracy, receiving an
unlawful gratuity, conflict of interest, and interstate travel in aid of racketeering.
Sentenced to three years in prison and fined $50,000.
Frank Thompson, Jr. - Democrat - U.S. Representative from New Jersey from 1955
to 1980. Implicated in the Abscam sting, convicted on bribery and conspiracy
charges. Sentenced to three years in prison
Michael Joseph Myers - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Pennsylvania from
1976 to 1980. Implicated in the Abscam sting - convicted of bribery and conspiracy;
sentenced to three years in prison and fined $20,000; expelled from the House of
Representatives on October 2, 1980.
John Michael Murphy - Democrat - U.S. Representative from New York from 1963 to
1981. Implicated in the Abscam sting. Convicted of conspiracy, conflict of interest,
and accepting an illegal gratuity. Sentenced to three years in prison and fined
$20,000.
John Wilson Jenrette, Jr - Democrat - U.S. Representative from South Carolina from
1975 to 1980. Implicated in the Abscam sting. Convicted on bribery and conspiracy
charges and sentenced to prison
Neil Goldschmidt - Democrat - Oregon governor. Admitted to having an illegal sexual
relationship with a 14-year-old teenager while he was serving as Mayor of Portland.
Alcee Lamar Hastings - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Florida. Impeached and
removed from office as federal judge in 1989 over bribery charges.
Marion Barry - Democrat - mayor of Washington, D.C., from 1979 to 1991 and again
from 1995 to 1999. Convicted of cocaine possession after being caught on videotape
smoking crack cocaine. Sentenced to six months in prison.
Mario Biaggi - Democrat - U.S. Representative from New York from 1969 to 1988.
Indicted on federal charges that he had accepted bribes in return for influence on
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federal contracts.Convicted of obstructing justice and accepting illegal gratuities.
Tried in 1988 on federal racketeering charges and convicted on 15 felony counts.
Lee Alexander - Democrat - Mayor of Syracuse, N.Y. from 1970 to 1985. Was
indicted over a $1.5 million kickback scandal. Pleaded guilty to racketeering and tax
evasion charges. Served six years in prison.
Bill Campbell - Democrat - Mayor of Atlanta. Indicted and charged with fraud over
claims he accepted improper payments from contractors seeking city contracts.
Frank Ballance - Democrat - Congressman North Carolina. Pleaded guilty to one
charge of conspiracy to commit mail fraud and money laundering related to
mishandling of money by his charitable foundation.
Hazel O'Leary - Democrat - Secretary of Energy during the Clinton Administration O'leary took trips all over the world as Secretary with as many 50 staff members and
at times rented a plane, which was used by Madonna during her concert tours.
Lafayette Thomas - Democrat - Candidate for Tennessee State House of
Representatives in 1954. Sheriff of Davidson County, from 1972 to 1990. Indicted in
federal court on 54 counts of abusing his power as sheriff. Pleaded guilty to theft and
mail fraud; sentenced to five years in prison.
Mary Rose Oakar - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Ohio from 1977 to 1993.
Pleaded guilty to two misdemeanor charges of funneling $16,000 through fake
donors.
David Giles - Democrat - candidate for U.S. Representative from Washington in 1986
and 1990. Convicted in June 2000 of child rape.
Gary Siplin - Democrat state senator Florida- found guilty of third-degree grand theft
of $5,000 or more, a felony, and using services of employees for his candidacy.
Edward Mezvinsky - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Iowa from 1973 to 1977.
Indicted on 56 federal fraud charges.
Lena Swanson - Democrat - Member of Washington State Senate in 1997. Pleaded
guilty to charges of soliciting unlawful payments from veterans and former prisoners
of war.
Abraham J. Hirschfeld - Democrat - candidate in Democratic primary for U.S. Senator
from New York in 1974 and 1976. Offered Paula Jones $1 million to drop her sexual
harassment lawsuit against President Bill Clinton. Convicted in 2000 of trying to hire
a hit man to kill his business partner.
Henry Cisneros - Democrat - U.S. Secretary of Housing and Urban Development from
1993 to 1997. Pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor charge of lying to the FBI.
James A. Traficant Jr. - Member of House of Representatives from Ohio. Expelled
from Congress after being convicted of corruption charges. Sentenced today to eight
years in prison for accepting bribes and kickbacks.
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John Doug Hays - Democrat - member of Kentucky State Senate from 1980 to 1982
Found guilty of mail fraud for submitting false campaign reports stemming from an
unsuccessful run for judge. He was sentenced to six months in prison to be followed
by six months of home confinement and three years of probation.
Henry J. Cianfrani - Democrat - Pennsylvania State Senate from 1967 to 1976.
Convicted on federal charges of racketeering and mail fraud for padding his Senate
payroll. Sentenced to five years in federal prison.
David Hall - Democrat - Governor of Oklahoma from 1971 to 1975. Indicted on
extortion and conspiracy charges. Convicted and sentenced to three years in prison.
John A. Celona - Democrat - A former state senator was charged with the three
counts of mail fraud. Federal prosecutors accused him of defrauding the state and
collecting hundreds of thousands of dollars from CVS Corp. and others while serving
in the legislature. Celona has agreed to plead guilty to taking money from the CVS
pharmacy chain and other companies that had interest in legislation. Under the deal,
Celona agreed to cooperate with investigators. He faces up to five years in federal
prison on each of the three counts and a $250,000 fine
Allan Turner Howe - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Utah from 1975 to 1977.
Arrested for soliciting a policewoman posing as a prostitute.
Jerry Cosentino - Democrat - Illinois State Treasurer. Pleaded guilty to bank fraud fined $5,000 and sentenced to nine months home confinement.
Joseph Waggonner Jr. - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Louisiana from 1961 to
19 79. Arrested in Washington, D.C. for soliciting a policewoman posing as a
prostitute
Albert G. Bustamante - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Texas from 1985 to
1993. Convicted in 1993 on racketeering and bribery charges and sentenced to
prison.
Lawrence Jack Smith - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Florida from 1983 to
1993. Sentenced to three months in federal prison for tax evasion.
David Lee Walters - Democrat - Governor of Oklahoma from 1991 to 1995. Pleaded
guilty to a misdemeanor election law violation.
James Guy Tucker, Jr. - Democrat - Governor of Arkansas from 1992 to 1996.
Resigned in July 1996 after conviction on federal fraud charges as part of the
Whitewater investigation.
Walter Rayford Tucker - Democrat - Mayor of Compton, California from 1991 to
1992; U.S. Representative from California from 1993 to 1995. Sentenced to 27
months in prison for extortion and tax evasion.
William McCuen - Democrat - Secretary of State of Arkansas from 1985 to 1995.
Admitted accepting kickbacks from two supporters he gave jobs, and not paying
taxes on the money. Admitted to conspiring with a political consultant to split
$53,560 embezzled from the state in a sham transaction. He was indicted on
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corruption charges. Pleaded guilty to felony counts tax evasion and accepting a
kickback. Sentenced to 17 years in prison.
Walter Fauntroy - Democrat - Delegate to U.S. Congress from the District of
Columbia from 1971 to 1991. Charged in federal court with making false statements
on financial disclosure forms. Pleaded guilty to one felony count and sentenced to
probation.
Carroll Hubbard, Jr. - Democrat - Kentucky State Senate from 1968 to 1975 and U.S.
Representative from Kentucky from 1975 to 1993. Pleaded guilty to conspiring to
defraud the Federal Elections Commission and to theft of government property;
sentenced to three years in prison.
Joseph Kolter - Democrat - member of Pennsylvania State House of Representatives
from 1969 to 1982 and U.S. Representative from Pennsylvania from 1983 to 1993.
Indicted by a Federal grand jury on five felony charges of embezzlement at the U.S.
House post office. Pleaded guilty.
Webster Hubbell - Democrat - Chief Justice of Arkansas State Supreme Court in
1983. Pleaded guilty to federal mail fraud and tax evasion charges - sentenced to 21
months in prison.
Nicholas Mavroules - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Massachusetts from 1979
to 1993. Pleaded guilty to charges of tax fraud and accepting gratuities while in
office.
Carl Christopher Perkins - Democrat - Kentucky State House of Representatives from
1981 to 1984 and U.S. Representative from Kentucky from 1985 to 1993. Pleaded
guilty to bank fraud in connection with the House banking scandal. Perkins wrote
overdrafts totaling about $300,000. Pleaded guilty to charges of filing false
statements with the Federal Election Commission and false financial disclosure
reports. Sentenced to 21 months in prison.
Richard Hanna - Democrat - U.S. Representative from California from 1963 to 1974.
Received payments of about $200,000 from a Korean businessman in what became
known as the "Koreagate" influence buying scandal. Pleaded guilty and sentenced to
federal prison.
Angelo Errichetti - Democrat - New Jersey State Senator was sentenced to six years
in prison and fined $40,000 for his involvement in Abscam.
Daniel Baugh Brewster - Democrat - U.S. Senator from Maryland. Indicted on
charges of accepting illegal gratuity while in Senate.
Thomas Joseph Dodd - Democrat - U.S. Senator from Connecticut. Censured by the
Senate for financial improprieties, having diverted $116,000 in campaign and
testimonial funds to his own use
Edward Fretwell Prichard, Jr. - Democrat - Delegate to Democratic National
Convention from Kentucky. Convicted of vote fraud in federal court in connection
with ballot-box stuffing. Served five months in prison.
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Jerry Springer - Democrat - Resigned from Cincinnati City Council in 1974 after
admitting to paying a prostitute with a personal check, which was found in a police
raid on a massage parlor.
Guy Hamilton Jones, Sr. - Democrat -Arkansas State Senate. Convicted on federal
tax charges and expelled from the Arkansas Senate.
Daniel Flood - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Pennsylvania from 1945 to
1947, 1949 to 1953 and 1955 to 1980. Pleaded guilty to a conspiracy charge
involving payoffs and sentenced to probation.
Otto Kerner, Jr - Democrat - Governor of Illinois from 1961 to 1968. While serving as
Governor, he and another official made a gain of over $300,000 in a stock deal.
Convicted on 17 counts of bribery, conspiracy, perjury, and related charges.
Sentenced to three years in federal prison and fined $50,000.
George Crockett, Jr. - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Michigan. Served four
months in federal prison for contempt of court following his defense of a Communist
leader on trial for advocating the overthrow of the government.
Cornelius Edward Gallagher - Democrat - U.S. Representative from New Jersey from
1959 to 1973. Indicted on federal charges of income tax evasion, conspiracy, and
perjury
Mark B. Jimenez - Democrat fundraiser - sentenced to 27 months in prison on
charges of tax evasion and conspiracy to defraud the United States and commit
election financing offenses.
Bobby Lee Rush - Democrat - U.S. Representative from Illinois. As a Black Panther,
spent six months in prison on a weapons charge.
Bolley ''Bo'' Johnson - Democrat - Former Florida House Speaker - received a twoyear term for tax evasion.
Roger L. Green - Democrat - Brooklyn Democrat Assemblyman. Pleaded guilty to a
misdemeanor for accepting travel reimbursement for trips he did not pay for and was
sentenced to fines and probation.
Gloria Davis - Democrat - Bronx assemblywoman. Pleaded guilty to second-degree
bribe-taking.

Billy Tucci

10-05-2006 04:14 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by spider985
God I love Arsenal.
Fabregas is the man right now!
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10-05-2006 04:16 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Prometheus3
Props to Jerome Maida for liking characters to act like themselves. I wonder if the
Civil War writers will get the hint.
Who's Namor with?

Billy Tucci

10-05-2006 04:16 PM
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Quote:

Originally Posted by justice~!
I am tired of people saying kids don't read comics anymore because they're
overpriced. What a load of cow manure.
Um, maybe this isn't the reason, but let's do some cost analysis from back when I
was about 10 years younger...
Price of a Marvel comic book in 1996 - approx $2.10 Cdn
Price of a newer video game in 1996 - approx $70-$80 Cdn
This means that for the cost of one video game, you could buy around 35-40
comics books.
2006:
Price of a Marvel comic book in 2006 - about $3 US, which given exchange rate
would be $3.38 Cdn (and let's not forget that Marvel either only recently adjusted
this properly for Canada or not at all).
Price of a newer video games in 2006 - somewhere around $50-$60 Cdn.
So, for the cost of one video game, you can now buy...er, well, about 20 comic
books, at *best*. Now, also note that in contrast to 1996, there are many places
where you can buy unopened video games for $20-$30.
This means for the cost of one video game, you could buy around 20 comics *at
most*, and at the lower prices you are getting 6 comics for the price of a video
game. I love comics, but faced with those price comparisons I would probably
rather buy a video game, more replay value.

Excellent point!

Billy Tucci

10-05-2006 04:19 PM

Breaking News from the DRUDGE REPORT :
CLAIM: FILTHY FOLEY ONLINE MESSAGES WERE PAGE PRANK GONE AWRY
According to two people close to former congressional page Jordan Edmund, the now
famous lurid AOL Instant Message exchanges that led to the resignation of Mark
Foley were part of an online prank that by mistake got into the hands of enemy
political operatives, the DRUDGE REPORT can reveal.
According to one Oklahoma source who knows the former page very well, Edmund, a
conservative Republican, goaded Foley to type embarrassing comments that were
then shared with a small group of young Hill politicos. The prank went awry when the
saved IM sessions got into the hands of political operatives favorable to Democrats.
This source, an ally of Edmund, also adamantly proclaims that the former page is not
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a homosexual. The prank scenario was confirmed by a second associate of Edmund.
The news come on the heels that former FBI Chief Louis Freeh has been named to
investigate the mess.
Even though the page was 18 and of adult consent and this adds up to nothing, this
guy Foley's still a dumn ass wanker for doing it in the first place!

The Guvnor

10-05-2006 04:38 PM

Really groovy cover as usual.
I'm a Man Utd fan and I have to say that was one sweet goal by van Persie, I take
my hat off to him (if I was wearing one that is). Hell I don't care who wins the league
as long as it ain't Chelsea.

TonyBedard

10-05-2006 04:39 PM

Hilarious!
Who can argue with a credible source like Drudge? Unfortunately, Billy, this bogus
story won't be any truer than the silly accusations that Clinton had Vin Foster
bumped off. Foley's guilty, the page was sixteen years old and Hastert's a dead man
walking.
I liked your list of pikers, by the way. It's actually very impressive in its volume, and
had me laughing out loud at several points. For example: Jim McGreevey "Admitted
to having a gay affair." Lock that man up!
You notice how so many of these "crimes" were about affairs? I'd just as soon leave
that between man and wife. Now, selling weapons to Iran in return for hostage
releases then using the profits to illegally fund a war in another country? That's a
crime.

TonyBedard

10-05-2006 04:40 PM

By the way, why are all these other people talking about comics?

MarkSparacio

10-05-2006 04:55 PM

Hey Billy and Jerome, great column and very insightful. That was a real fun read.
Billy, where the hell did you get that laundry list of Democrats who've screwed up
and how long do you think it'll take Tony to get a list of Republicans that is it's
equal?
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Oh and please, please, PLEASE never call me "Mr. Sparacio" again. Except of course
at any conventions. Or when we are out socially. Or on the phone... Thanks...

TonyBedard

10-05-2006 05:10 PM

Don't worry, I'm not making a list. It's sweet enough just watching the evil empire
crumble every day on MSNBC.
And for anyone who might be wondering, Billy and I have been playfully sparring
over politics since the days I used to work for him around the time of the 1996
campaign. It's all in fun...
Tony B

Inferno

10-05-2006 05:24 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by TonyBedard
Don't worry, I'm not making a list. It's sweet enough just watching the evil empire
crumble every day on MSNBC.
And for anyone who might be wondering, Billy and I have been playfully sparring
over politics since the days I used to work for him around the time of the 1996
campaign. It's all in fun...
Tony B

Tony, I have always been a fan of yours, but now knowing your beleifs, I am an even
bigger fan. :) Your the few posts were great, haha.

Billy Tucci

10-05-2006 06:14 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by TonyBedard
By the way, why are all these other people talking about comics?
I know. We must stop. I had the page being 16, but it's been revealed that he's
actually 21 now. So he was legal!
Boo-Yah or Boo-no?
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
Who's Namor with?
We don't know yet. But this Reed Richards reads more like an Ultimate version than
normal 616. Even he wouldn't be looking to throw Captain America in jail for
disagreeing with the government. Why didn't the Pro-Registration side only think of
building a Negative Zone prison in Civil War? Why not beforehand?

j-rod

10-05-2006 07:01 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by The Guvnor
Really groovy cover as usual.
I'm a Man Utd fan and I have to say that was one sweet goal by van Persie, I take
my hat off to him (if I was wearing one that is). Hell I don't care who wins the
league as long as it ain't Chelsea.

Amen
(LFC Fan Agreeing with a Manc Fan - How things have changed!!!)

Billy Tucci

10-05-2006 07:35 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by TonyBedard
Don't worry, I'm not making a list. It's sweet enough just watching the evil empire
crumble every day on MSNBC.
And for anyone who might be wondering, Billy and I have been playfully sparring
over politics since the days I used to work for him around the time of the 1996
campaign. It's all in fun...
Tony B

So YOU'RE the one watching MSNBC?:p
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10-05-2006 07:39 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Prometheus3
We don't know yet. But this Reed Richards reads more like an Ultimate version
than normal 616. Even he wouldn't be looking to throw Captain America in jail for
disagreeing with the government. Why didn't the Pro-Registration side only think of
building a Negative Zone prison in Civil War? Why not beforehand?

Guys, serious question here? Doesn't Registration only pertain to Supers who are US
Citizens?
So Namor wouldn't be affected by it at all correct? Not that he'd care if it did
anyway!

Billy Tucci

10-05-2006 07:41 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by j-rod
Amen
(LFC Fan Agreeing with a Manc Fan - How things have changed!!!)

It's a dark day indeed!

BlackCatGuy

10-05-2006 08:04 PM

Billy, Thanks for that great interview with Jerome Maida! The industry could do with
a few more of his kind to help "champion the Cause", as it were! In the Springfield
Ma. newspaper on Sundays, there is a column on comics that shows up sporadically,
but that one isn't all that great!
Still digging at that tool Richards I see! We'll all have to toast to his "wankerness" in
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New York! (first three rounds are on my brother...........who will find this out by
reading these words! :D :D Yah! Hit him with the challenge coin!!)
Just to touch on something Mr. Maida said about Spider-Man/Black Cat..........he's so
right! Three years is waaaaaaaaaaay too long to wait for a series to finish up!
Aarrgghh!
Also, my most profound thanks for showing more luscious Black Cat artwork! Nice
yummy side view by the way! (Did Heather model for that piece? It looks like her
face!)
Thanks again Billy! Go Arsenal!!! Gunners rule!

JLAJRC

10-05-2006 08:11 PM

JM: Lateness is what helped almost kill the industry in the '90s. It wasn't just the
speculator boom. It's the fact that fans got behind creators rather than behind books
and those creators turned off many of those fans by not having their books on the
shelves on a regular basis. Lateness is what is keeping the industry from growing
even more than it is now. It has caused a lot of books with buzz to lose momentum.
Smart Man. Hints of things to come perhaps?

Prometheus3

10-05-2006 08:41 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
Guys, serious question here? Doesn't Registration only pertain to Supers who are
US Citizens?
So Namor wouldn't be affected by it at all correct? Not that he'd care if it did
anyway!
My complaint isn't about Namor in Civil War, I only have him in my signature
because he is one of my favorite comic book characters. My complaint is about the
evil tactics the Pro-Registration side is using against their former friends. Working
with mass murderers (Bullseye, Green Goblin, and the Taskmaster) and building a
prison in the Negative Zone to incarcerate former friends just because they disagree
with you is pretty evil. Marvel has been painting the Pro-Registration side to look like
complete a--holes. Even Tony Stark and Reed Richards are not this cold and
inconsiderate. It is mischaracterization.

Toneloak

10-05-2006 08:45 PM

Quote:
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Originally Posted by Prometheus3
We don't know yet. But this Reed Richards reads more like an Ultimate version
than normal 616. Even he wouldn't be looking to throw Captain America in jail for
disagreeing with the government. Why didn't the Pro-Registration side only think of
building a Negative Zone prison in Civil War? Why not beforehand?

check out Fantastic Four: Foes
answers all around

RedRonin

10-05-2006 08:47 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
Guys, serious question here? Doesn't Registration only pertain to Supers who are
US Citizens?
So Namor wouldn't be affected by it at all correct? Not that he'd care if it did
anyway!
While it's still not completely clear if registration only pertains to super-humans (i.e.
those with powers and abilities beyond normal humans) and those who don't have
any powers but are still superheroes. Namor is involved not because of the
registration, but because 1: he was part of the Illuminati who launched Hulk into
space and thinks they might do the same thing to him; 2: his cousin Namorita, a
member of the New Warriors, was killed in the explosion at Stamford; 3) he may
soon be in the company of Reed Richards wife;).
So the registration doesn't really affect Namor. (maybe if he's in US
waters:confused:) But the effects of the registration and those involved in the
registration effect him.

CodeGuy

10-05-2006 09:04 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by justice~!
I am tired of people saying kids don't read comics anymore because they're
overpriced. What a load of cow manure.
Um, maybe this isn't the reason, but let's do some cost analysis from back when I
was about 10 years younger...
Price of a Marvel comic book in 1996 - approx $2.10 Cdn
Price of a newer video game in 1996 - approx $70-$80 Cdn
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This means that for the cost of one video game, you could buy around 35-40
comics books.
2006:
Price of a Marvel comic book in 2006 - about $3 US, which given exchange rate
would be $3.38 Cdn (and let's not forget that Marvel either only recently adjusted
this properly for Canada or not at all).
Price of a newer video games in 2006 - somewhere around $50-$60 Cdn.
So, for the cost of one video game, you can now buy...er, well, about 20 comic
books, at *best*. Now, also note that in contrast to 1996, there are many places
where you can buy unopened video games for $20-$30.
This means for the cost of one video game, you could buy around 20 comics *at
most*, and at the lower prices you are getting 6 comics for the price of a video
game. I love comics, but faced with those price comparisons I would probably
rather buy a video game, more replay value.

Video games aren't a good comparison. The price of video games has not risen
nearly as much in the last 10 years as almost everything else. Movies, regular
novels, legos, almost anything else you can point to has gone up while video game
prices have stayed the same. You'd be better off comparing comic prices to the
general inflation rate.
The price of comics is an interesting topic, however. In the Golden Age comics cost a
lot less and had a lot more pages. How does the cost per page compare to cost per
page of today's comics if you adjust for inflation? By my rough estimate, they were a
lot cheaper back then. However, they were also poorer quality in art, writing, and
even the paper they were printed on. Comics made that cheaply might not sell
today, even at the reduced price.
Definitely an interesting topic, though.

j-rod

10-05-2006 09:37 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
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It's a dark day indeed!

With Respect.

Billy Tucci

10-05-2006 09:47 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by RedRonin
While it's still not completely clear if registration only pertains to super-humans
(i.e. those with powers and abilities beyond normal humans) and those who don't
have any powers but are still superheroes. Namor is involved not because of the
registration, but because 1: he was part of the Illuminati who launched Hulk into
space and thinks they might do the same thing to him; 2: his cousin Namorita, a
member of the New Warriors, was killed in the explosion at Stamford; 3) he may
soon be in the company of Reed Richards wife;).
So the registration doesn't really affect Namor. (maybe if he's in US
waters:confused:) But the effects of the registration and those involved in the
registration effect him.

You hit the nail on the head for my HFH pitch. It'll be written by myself and Gary
Cohn and I'll do the art and REALLY, REALLY believe it will strike a very interesting
note. I hope Marvel goes for it. Wish me luck.
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10-05-2006 09:49 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by CodeGuy
Video games aren't a good comparison. The price of video games has not risen
nearly as much in the last 10 years as almost everything else. Movies, regular
novels, legos, almost anything else you can point to has gone up while video game
prices have stayed the same. You'd be better off comparing comic prices to the
general inflation rate.
The price of comics is an interesting topic, however. In the Golden Age comics cost
a lot less and had a lot more pages. How does the cost per page compare to cost
per page of today's comics if you adjust for inflation? By my rough estimate, they
were a lot cheaper back then. However, they were also poorer quality in art,
writing, and even the paper they were printed on. Comics made that cheaply might
not sell today, even at the reduced price.
Definitely an interesting topic, though.

I believe that today, comics need to be on better paper to survive. Remember how
low paper prices were 50 years ago and that all magazines/books were much
cheaper. I think the only way for comics to truly survive is the direct market, us the
hard core readers and the retailers who own "comic book" shops.

Billy Tucci

10-05-2006 09:51 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by j-rod

With Respect.

Great Shot J-Rod!
Cheers!
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10-05-2006 10:33 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
Great Shot J-Rod!
Cheers!

Yeah, but it would be better if it wasn't taken after Henry intercepted a backpass
from Gerrard and scored the winning goal.
J

beta-ray

10-05-2006 11:25 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by TonyBedard
Dude, you certainly got the Wanker of the Week right, but that's some mighty hard
spinnin' you're trying, as if somehow this five-alarm Republican meltdown can be
framed as a Democrat problem. Truth is, despite the Democrats' past problems
with corruption and poor judgment, they're pikers compared to what Tom Delay
and company have put together over the past decade. The Gerrymandering, the KStreet Project, the unprecedented level of pay-for-play on Capitol Hill...
Remember in high school when all you'd learn about the U.S. Grant administration
was how corrupt it was? Those guys were amateurs.
But I do love your column, Billy. A shame we can't discuss it over a beer...and
perhaps a pipe, eh, old bean?
Tony B

Nice avatar... Where's the rest of the issues anyway?
Mr. Tucci, thanks for the column. Your associate does seem to not like a bunch of
stuff in recent comics though...
Interesting list of scandals. Not sure if you can consider tham all scandals since
several did not materialize beyond rumor (regarding some of the Clinton stuff
anyway). Haven't seen any real confirmation of the Drudge "sccop". Not that it
matters.

AlejandroR3

10-06-2006 12:37 AM

Quote:
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JM: While I support books that take chances with controversial liberal themes, I
feel the comic industry should also take chances with books with controversial
conservative themes. I feel a big reason for this is because the industry is made
up, naturally, of creative people - who more often than not have a “liberal” pointsof-view. It would be nice if more books were made that appealed to "flyover
country". That a more concerted effort is not made to attract these readers is
beyond my comprehension.

A-FRICKING-MEN.
Then again with a community of artists and writers that is just about 99%
Marxist/Socialist you'll find a hard time having anyone of those people write a
conservative character without making them either a racist, a homophobe, or worse
yet (GASP) a christian.
I would love to see it but when you have a growing Marxist country (The United
States), it'll never happen at this point.

ANGELDOGGIE

10-06-2006 12:48 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by BlackCatGuy
Billy, Thanks for that great interview with Jerome Maida! The industry could do
with a few more of his kind to help "champion the Cause", as it were! In the
Springfield Ma. newspaper on Sundays, there is a column on comics that shows up
sporadically, but that one isn't all that great!
Still digging at that tool Richards I see! We'll all have to toast to his "wankerness"
in New York! (first three rounds are on my brother...........who will find this out by
reading these words! :D :D Yah! Hit him with the challenge coin!!)
Just to touch on something Mr. Maida said about Spider-Man/Black Cat..........he's
so right! Three years is waaaaaaaaaaay too long to wait for a series to finish up!
Aarrgghh!
Also, my most profound thanks for showing more luscious Black Cat artwork! Nice
yummy side view by the way! (Did Heather model for that piece? It looks like her
face!)
Thanks again Billy! Go Arsenal!!! Gunners rule!
OK first three rounds on me, next four on Billy, next.........errrrr.......couplemore on
you , my brother. Maybe we can get Mark in on this drunkfest. (should I call him Mr.
Sparacio?) Anyway, another great interview Billy, a real fun reed........uh... read. You
and Mr. Sparacio are a great team!! :cool: This update........Chavez---still a dick!!
(damn said it again.) Keep up the good work on HFH!! 1st 3 rounds
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huh?..............................

Prometheus3

10-06-2006 12:58 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
I believe that today, comics need to be on better paper to survive. Remember how
low paper prices were 50 years ago and that all magazines/books were much
cheaper. I think the only way for comics to truly survive is the direct market, us
the hard core readers and the retailers who own "comic book" shops.
Interesting theory. I think comics really need to be cheaper to survive. Marvel should
pay attention to this especially because they doom various books by having one
single issue be a whopping $3.50. Marvel seems to do this with titles they don't want
to succeed like anything done by Joe Casey and the MAX titles besides the Punisher.
Marvel needs to lower a few of their books back to the $2.50 mark. DC has done this
with 52, why can't Marvel?

justice~!

10-06-2006 01:17 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by CodeGuy
Video games aren't a good comparison. The price of video games has not risen
nearly as much in the last 10 years as almost everything else. Movies, regular
novels, legos, almost anything else you can point to has gone up while video game
prices have stayed the same. You'd be better off comparing comic prices to the
general inflation rate.

I agree with everything else you wrote, but I think my point about video games vs.
comics stands; it's not necessarily that comics rose crazily past inflation but that the
price of comics vs another predominant form of interactive entertainment has gone
up to the point where it's way more cost effective to buy a video game in many
cases - this may be where part of comics is feeling its problems...

motteditor

10-06-2006 01:45 AM

Quote:

JM: Yeah. New Warriors. Rom. Bi-Beast. Jack of Hearts. A whole bunch. I love
underused characters.

I like this guy. Shame he's left The Morning Call -- we've got a handful of comics
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fans -- though no way can I see management here publishing a comics column.
I briefly tried to write a comics column when I worked at the Centre Daily Times in
State College. I think one of the problems that leads to the complaints Tucci
mentions in the first graf is trying to write for your audience. If I'd been only writing
for comics fans, I would have done something far different. Trying to write for a
mass audience, many of whom hadn't picked up a comic in years, and in limited
space, was very confining. Using "Days of Future Past" or "Dark Phoenix Saga" was
an easy way to try to connect with readers with a story they might have
known/remembered. Of course, my column ran fairly irregularly, so that certainly
limited my choices of how to present the material I was writing about -- I didn't have
an established audience that would have let me go beyond some of the basic
introducing characters/concepts that I had to do each time out.
ETA: After reading this thread, remind me to buy more Tony Bedard comics.

Dusty

10-06-2006 01:54 AM

I agree with what he said caused the industry to collapse, as I've been saying it for
years. The creation of Image comics nearly destroyed the industry, and forever
weakened it.
I LOVE that issue of Amazing Spider-Man. Tom Defalco and Ron Frenz were strong
on that book, but their run was mired by fill-in issues.

TDerenick

10-06-2006 02:45 AM

Very cool interview guys. But I'm not surprised, I know Jerome through our local
comicshop and we've had plenty of interesting conversations about the industry over
the years.
I personally think we are on the verge of another boom, I don't know that it'll be
anywhere near the size of the last one but even if it just serves to make the industry
healthy again I'd be happy.
As far as 90's comics go I agree with what Jerome said but I want to add that those
were the days when the industry was more concerned with pumping out as much
product as physically possible to fill the shelves than they were with quality. A lot of
guys got hired to create books that were definately not of professional caliber(I
include myself in that group by the way) but the market was eating up product so
fast that no one seemed to care. There were a lot of factors that led to the crash but
I believe this was the biggest one for why it was as big a crash as it turned out to be.
A lot of people have been coming back lately, attracted by Civil War and 52 and it
seems the most common remark I've been hearing is "boy, the books are so much
better now than what I remember" and I believe that's pretty telling.
The biggest thing slowing us down now is a lack of retail outlets Like Jerome
mentioned. Once that wrinkle is ironed out I don't think the industry will be lagging
like it has been but building new outlets takes time whether it be franchise or mom
and pop stores so we have to be patient.
Kudos guys, very interesting stuff and Jerome, keep up the good work
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Tom Derenick

spider985

10-06-2006 04:32 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by j-rod
Amen
(LFC Fan Agreeing with a Manc Fan - How things have changed!!!)

God tell me about it, in the last year or so (well since the Russia United started
winning), I actually supported Man u when they played Chelsea.
But Arsenal still rule.

TonyBedard

10-06-2006 06:58 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by AlejandroR3
A-FRICKING-MEN.
Then again with a community of artists and writers that is just about 99%
Marxist/Socialist you'll find a hard time having anyone of those people write a
conservative character without making them either a racist, a homophobe, or
worse yet (GASP) a christian.
I would love to see it but when you have a growing Marxist country (The United
States), it'll never happen at this point.

Wow, Alejandro, you really think the USA is going Marxist?! I'd love to hear why -what actual trends or changes you think show us taking actual steps toward
Socialism? I'm not asking to call you out. I'm genuinely interested in your point of
view.
As for creators being 99% Marxist/Socialist, I'd have to really disagree. Pretty much
every creator I've met is a money-grubbbing hustler like Billy or myself. It's an
industry where almost every one of us aims to ultimately produce our own stories,
characters and properties. The entrepreneurial, capitalist ethos is alive and well in
the comics creator community.
I also share your concern about how conservative characters are portrayed, but I do
think there are positive examples out there. In my view, Captain America, Superman
and Batman are essentially conservative, and they're being written about as well
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right now as they ever have. I'd like to see more of this.
As for a bias against Christianity, I'd just like to say that most of my own liberal
values which one might mistake as Marxist or socialist are actually rooted in my own
Christianity.

christosgage

10-06-2006 09:50 AM

Pow! Bam! I think it used to be a law that any newspaper article about comics had to
start with those words. It's nice to see a newspaper writer covering comics who
actually knows something about them and takes them seriously as opposed to
focusing on their monetary value as collectibles or some half-baked controversy.
Keep it up!

Jimmy Palmiotti

10-06-2006 10:13 AM

We are very lucky to have jerome out there making positive noise for our industry.
unlike a lot a newspaper and assorted media reporters, he actually understands the
genre, takes the time to investigate and research the topic and then to top it off
goes out of his way to meet and greet his subjects.
nice to see a piece on him here...he deserves all the attention given to him. thanks
for that billy.
Jimmy
:)

FChamberlain

10-06-2006 11:27 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by TDerenick
.... I want to add that those were the days when the industry was more concerned
with pumping out as much product as physically possible to fill the shelves than
they were with quality. A lot of guys got hired to create books that were definately
not of professional caliber(I include myself in that group by the way) but the
market was eating up product so fast that no one seemed to care. There were a lot
of factors that led to the crash but I believe this was the biggest one for why it was
as big a crash as it turned out to be.
A lot of people have been coming back lately, attracted by Civil War and 52 and it
seems the most common remark I've been hearing is "boy, the books are so much
better now than what I remember" and I believe that's pretty telling.
The biggest thing slowing us down now is a lack of retail outlets Like Jerome
mentioned. Once that wrinkle is ironed out I don't think the industry will be lagging
like it has been but building new outlets takes time whether it be franchise or mom
and pop stores so we have to be patient.
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Tom Derenick

Agreed. It seemed, even at the time, that the bust was coming. Many were the times
that I remember talking with other readers who brought up the baseball card crash
as an example of what was sure to happen to the comics market with so many nonreading collectors out there scooping up multiple copies of what they were sure were
going to be huge cash-ins for them. It is ironic that at the same time that these
individuals who had no real interest, appreciation or affection for comics were
throwing tons of money at the industry, that many soulless books were produced.
I'd enjoy seeing comics back in venues where the kiddies can see them, jump up and
down beg their parents, grandparents, etc to buy them. Capturing the hearts of the
little ones are the secret to reviving the industry.

MarkSparacio

10-06-2006 12:08 PM

ANGELDOGGIE, please, Please, PLEASE don't call me Mr.Sparacio, just call me Mark.
Only Bill (under the aforementioned situations) has to call me "Mr.". I would love to
hoist a few pints with you and Black Cat Guy and jeez, even Billy as long as it's not
Billy's beer(which REALLY isn't beer), Michelob Ultra. YUCK... give me a Guinness or
three...
Tom Derenick, I agree with your theory about the bust of the '90's, with the
speculators running rampant buying up as much product as they could to try to turn
it over for a fast profit. Some of the books being offered by the comic companies
then, especially all the Zero issues and Minus One issues, were targeted specifically
to the speculators, but I know your work (and bought a lot of it) and not once did I
think that your work was anything less than professional quality. And I also
agree/hope along with you that the comic industry is going into another cyclical
upswing.

The Guvnor

10-06-2006 01:02 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by j-rod
LFC Fan Agreeing with a Manc Fan - How things have changed!!!

It is indeed a strange world that we live in,;)

Moonbeam

10-06-2006 01:43 PM

I had the pleasure of meeting Jerome in Pittsburgh. Great guy, and he's nice enough
to email me a link to his articles, which are solid.
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And thanks to Billy for the props to Alter Ego Comic Cast. It's always an excellent
podcast, and Jason, Drew and Steve are the best.
Another fun column, Billy! :)
- Vaneta

AlterEgoComics

10-06-2006 02:06 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Moonbeam
And thanks to Billy for the props to Alter Ego Comic Cast. It's always an excellent
podcast, and Jason, Drew and Steve are the best.
- Vaneta

Are you trying to butter me up so you can be on the show again? ;)

Billy Tucci

10-06-2006 02:28 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by AlterEgoComics
Are you trying to butter me up so you can be on the show again? ;)

Dude, it is one great and insightful show!

ANGELDOGGIE

10-06-2006 02:28 PM

:D :D
Quote:

Originally Posted by MarkSparacio
ANGELDOGGIE, please, Please, PLEASE don't call me Mr.Sparacio, just call me
Mark. Only Bill (under the aforementioned situations) has to call me "Mr.". I would
love to hoist a few pints with you and Black Cat Guy and jeez, even Billy as long as
it's not Billy's beer(which REALLY isn't beer), Michelob Ultra. YUCK... give me a
Guinness or three...
Tom Derenick, I agree with your theory about the bust of the '90's, with the
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speculators running rampant buying up as much product as they could to try to
turn it over for a fast profit. Some of the books being offered by the comic
companies then, especially all the Zero issues and Minus One issues, were targeted
specifically to the speculators, but I know your work (and bought a lot of it) and
not once did I think that your work was anything less than professional quality.
And I also agree/hope along with you that the comic industry is going into another
cyclical upswing.
:D :D :D O.K. Mark, we will hoist the Guinness at the National in November!!! Thanx
for the comments.....you are a helluva painter!!!!!! Michelob ultra???!!!
BillyBillyBilly..........:rolleyes:

Billy Tucci

10-06-2006 02:33 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by TDerenick
The biggest thing slowing us down now is a lack of retail outlets Like Jerome
mentioned. Once that wrinkle is ironed out I don't think the industry will be lagging
like it has been but building new outlets takes time whether it be franchise or mom
and pop stores so we have to be patient.
Kudos guys, very interesting stuff and Jerome, keep up the good work
Tom Derenick

Tom, I do believe I agree with every point you made! Well said!

BlackCatGuy

10-06-2006 03:50 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by MarkSparacio
ANGELDOGGIE, please, Please, PLEASE don't call me Mr.Sparacio, just call me
Mark. Only Bill (under the aforementioned situations) has to call me "Mr.". I would
love to hoist a few pints with you and Black Cat Guy and jeez, even Billy as long as
it's not Billy's beer(which REALLY isn't beer), Michelob Ultra. YUCK... give me a
Guinness or three...

Mark, pay no mind to ANGELDOGGIE! He hasn't been.....right........since that hit to
the cranium! (On occasion he still thinks he's Kaiser Willhelm!)
Oh, and the "hoisting of the pints " thing......you're on!!:D
(Maybe we'll be able to find some place that serves Kirin!)
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10-06-2006 07:07 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ANGELDOGGIE
: Michelob ultra???!!! BillyBillyBilly..........:rolleyes:
Trying to maintain my girlish figure!

MarkSparacio

10-06-2006 07:14 PM

ANGELDOGGIE and BlackCatGuy, Cool!!! The New York National Comic Convention it
is then! Billy responded to the Mich Ultra jabs... does that mean he's invited to hoist
a few with us?!!
ANGELDOGGIE :Thanks for the kind words regarding my artwork, I truly appreciate
it.
BlackCatGuy: Kirin works for me as well... just not that Michelob Ultra swill...
See you all in a few weeks...

BlackCatGuy

10-06-2006 08:12 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
Trying to maintain my girlish figure!

Y'know, Billy, Kirin works a helluva lot better!!:D

BlackCatGuy

10-06-2006 08:14 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by MarkSparacio
ANGELDOGGIE and BlackCatGuy, Cool!!! The New York National Comic Convention
it is then! Billy responded to the Mich Ultra jabs... does that mean he's invited to
hoist a few with us?!!
ANGELDOGGIE :Thanks for the kind words regarding my artwork, I truly appreciate
it.
BlackCatGuy: Kirin works for me as well... just not that Michelob Ultra swill...
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See you all in a few weeks...

Yeah, Billy HAS to come! He's got a coin! And the more coins we hit ANGELDOGGIE
with, the more rounds he HAS to buy!!:D :D
Say, Mark, you don't have a coin either......do you?! Hmmmmmmm;)

ANGELDOGGIE

10-07-2006 12:15 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by BlackCatGuy
Yeah, Billy HAS to come! He's got a coin! And the more coins we hit ANGELDOGGIE
with, the more rounds he HAS to buy!!:D :D
Say, Mark, you don't have a coin either......do you?! Hmmmmmmm;)
COINS...........................COINS... ..!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.........the Kaiser needs no
coins!!!:mad:

Hypestyle

10-07-2006 06:39 PM

maida's wrong on the whole price issue, among other things.. affluent kids may have
more money to spend, but if "allowance" isn't in your vocabulary, you're more
selective on where you spend the money you do get..
and about Blade.. it's because the creative teams have been awful for the past 10+
years that he hasn't sustained a series..

ANGELDOGGIE

10-08-2006 11:55 PM

:cool:

Quote:

Originally Posted by TDerenick
Very cool interview guys. But I'm not surprised, I know Jerome through our local
comicshop and we've had plenty of interesting conversations about the industry
over the years.
I personally think we are on the verge of another boom, I don't know that it'll be
anywhere near the size of the last one but even if it just serves to make the
industry healthy again I'd be happy.
As far as 90's comics go I agree with what Jerome said but I want to add that
those were the days when the industry was more concerned with pumping out as
much product as physically possible to fill the shelves than they were with quality.
A lot of guys got hired to create books that were definately not of professional
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caliber(I include myself in that group by the way) but the market was eating up
product so fast that no one seemed to care. There were a lot of factors that led to
the crash but I believe this was the biggest one for why it was as big a crash as it
turned out to be.
A lot of people have been coming back lately, attracted by Civil War and 52 and it
seems the most common remark I've been hearing is "boy, the books are so much
better now than what I remember" and I believe that's pretty telling.
The biggest thing slowing us down now is a lack of retail outlets Like Jerome
mentioned. Once that wrinkle is ironed out I don't think the industry will be lagging
like it has been but building new outlets takes time whether it be franchise or mom
and pop stores so we have to be patient.
Kudos guys, very interesting stuff and Jerome, keep up the good work
Tom Derenick
Tom, I agree with you on all points made. As one of the people that have "come
back" I am excited about comics again!! The stories and art ( Heroes For Hire,
Captain America, Civil War, just to name a few......) are both fascinating, and
beautiful. It is the best time to be reading comic books!! We should all enjoy them
for the guilty pleasure they bring us. EXCELLENT post Tom!!!!!!!
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